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Abstract 

 Tension control of press is the centre of gadget management. The stand and the decrease of tension is 

at once proportional to quality of the product. Consistent with traits of the web press tension 

management, this paper affords and explains the primary factors affecting tension and the motive of 

tension manipulate gadget, researches on the tension manipulate principle of net tape, analyses 

manage circuit and manage rule of tension manipulate device, illustrates the benefits of PID 

manipulate regulation used in tension control gadget and concludes the influencing factors of paper 

tape tension manage machine and the associated issues needed to remedy within the control. 
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Introduction 
Web printing refers to the printing on a continuous roll of paper. The paper web is guided through the 

printing press by transport rollers or printing cylinders. To ensure the required printability, all rollers 

in different sections must operate at exactly the same speed, in other words, the corresponding driving 

gears in different stages must rotate synchronously without phase variance. In practice, however, 

owing to for example vibrations, gear damage and run-out, the rotation speed of these gears may vary. 

Within the manner of internet press work, tension control of paper is quite essential. If tension 

manage gadget is irrelevant, deformation and fold occur upon coil, affecting the printing excellent and 

causing wastage of paper. most printing organizations use traditional unit-kind printer, in which 

power of printing unit is supplied by the electricity supply, transferred and obtained through 

transmission elements like belt, equipment and mechanical shaft. on this method, the shear 

interference transfers with the mechanical shaft, which ends up within the reduction of printing 

precision. And present magnetic powder brake may be stuck or may additionally fail to paintings 

because of wrong set up, long time of utilization, over-pace and so forth. those factors directly and not 

directly have an effect on the printing gadget tension control, which impacts printing nice. That’s why 

the steadiness of the tension control is very important in the discipline of printing manufacturing and 

processing and tension control system additionally turns into a totally vital part of printing 

manufacturing line. 

1. Influencing factors and motive of net press tension control 
Internet press provides printing material within the form of coil. internet press has very widespread 

software inside the books, periodicals, newspapers as well as terrific merchandise. In China, the 

internet press devices presently used are ordinarily imported merchandise. both newspaper printing 

and commercial printing is commonly finished via a variety of manufacturers of overseas advanced 

printing device consisting of, guy ROLAND, WIFAG, KBA, HEIDELBERG, GOSS and etc. if you 

want to achieve the paintings of paper printing, paper tape need to preserve flat and slight degree of 

hysteria earlier than entering the printing tool, that is to preserve a positive paper tension. inside the 

procedure of transmission of paper tape of paper roll, the pressure which continues paper tape tight is 

referred to as tension. If paper tape is in an unconstrained condition within the manner of printing, the 

tape will no longer be able to finish the paintings. The degree of tape tension is at once associated 

with the state of picture transfer. within the printing technique the paper tape tension wishes to be 

suitable and steady. If the degree of tension is irrelevant, a number of slips will take area, such as 
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wrinkled, shifted, torn or damaged paper tape, imprecise overprint, in addition to incorrect role of 

margin, resulting in paper tape waste, affecting the efficiency of the device, increasing the intensity of 

exertions, and in the long run affecting the excellent of manufacturing. when the paper tape tension is 

just too huge, it's going to produce certain deformation of printing community and longitudinal folds 

or even transverse cuts of paper tape, when the paper tape tension is simply too small, it could motive 

imprinting fuzzy, obscure overprint and transverse folds, whilst the paper tape tension is risky, it is 

able to additionally motive imprecise overprint, double photo, longitudinal folds and other printing 

screw ups, affecting the production. So throughout the internet press printing system, paper tape 

should have a positive tension. on the way to hold consistent paper tension in the printing method 

paper roll brake must be capable of automatically regulate in line with paper tape tension fluctuation, 

to ensure that the paper tape is going into the printing device constantly and smoothly. for the duration 

of the constant going for walks of system, paper roll brake need to assure the stability of paper tape 

tension on the given price, throughout starting and braking, it ought to save you paper roll overload 

and loose roll. in the technique of production, as the paper roll decreases constantly, the braking 

torque wished adjustment in order to hold the paper tape tension constant.  

2. Research on intelligent fuzzy PID manipulate of tension 

2.1. Principle and characteristics of PID control 

In engineering, the ordinary manage rule maximum extensively used is the 

proportion/differential/vital control or PID manage. Being in the world for almost 70 years, the PID 

controller is of easy structure, high stability, dependable operation, and smooth adjustment and has 

come to be one of the principal techs in commercial control. whilst the shape and parameters of the 

controlled item are not absolutely grasped, or unique mathematical model cannon be received, or 

different generation of the control concept is hard to apply, then the shape and parameters of machine 

controller have to rely on experience and on-web site commissioning, and the utility of PID 

manipulate generation is most handy. In other words, while employees don’t fully apprehend a 

machine and the managed item or can not reap machine parameters thru powerful measures, then PID 

manipulate era is maximum suitable. PID controller makes use of share, quintessential, differential to 

calculate manage quantity and to accurately control, in keeping with the gadget error. 

2.1.1 Proportion (P) control 

Share control is one of the simplest control methods. The controller output blunders sign in 

proportional to the input errors. With best proportional manipulate, system output will have regular-

nation mistakes. 

2.1.2 Integral (I) Control  

In fundamental manipulate, the fundamental of controller output errors sign is proportional to that of 

input mistakes signa. For an automated manipulate machine, if there is steady-nation mistakes after 

coming into the constant-country, this control machine is then called having steady nation errors or is 

referred to as gadget with steady-nation mistakes for quick. with the intention to dispose of the 

mistake, the controller ought to introduce “crucial object”. imperative item relies upon on the time 

crucial of blunders. With the boom of time, quintessential object will boom. on this manner, even 

though the error is very small, fundamental object may also be accelerated with boom of time, and sell 

the output of the controller, further decreasing the constant nation error until it is identical to 0. 

therefore, with proportional and essential (PI) controllers controlling on the equal time, the device 

should do away with consistent-kingdom errors within the steady state. 

2.1.3 Differential (D) management 

Inside the differential control, the differential of the controller output mistakes signal is proportional 

to that of input mistakes signal. automated manage device may vibrate or lose balance within the 

adjustment procedure of overcoming the error. that is because there may be a massive inertia aspect 

(hyperlink) or a lag (postpone) issue which inhibits the action of the error and its trade is usually at the 

back of the exchange of the mistake. the answer is exchange of motion that inhibits the error, 
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specifically whilst blunders is near zero, the motion that inhibits the error should be 0. In quick, the 

best advent of “share” inside the controller is regularly now not enough. The position of proportional 

is simplest to extend amplitude of blunders and now it desires to add the “differential” which can 

expect the fashion of the mistake exchange. in this manner, a proportional and differential (PD) 

controller can develop to make manipulate characteristic that suppresses mistakes be 0, even poor, to 

be able to keep away from the critical overshoot of the managed. For managed object with massive 

inertia or lag, proportional and differential controller can improve gadget dynamic traits inside the 

process of adjustment. 

3. Analysis of PID management 
PID control algorithm, which is mature, has properly manipulate performance, excessive machine 

stability and simple manage algorithm. it's far handy and flexible to use and its manipulate subject is 

relevant to all walks of life. it's been widely used in the manufacturing system. 

PID manipulate algorithm is made up of deviation percentage (P), deviation critical (I), and deviation 

differential (D). inside the manner of research and improvement, if one can’t absolutely gasp the 

structure and parameters of the managed item, or can’t ger a greater correct mathematical version, or 

other manipulate theory is hard to use, then it's far mainly vital to undertake PID control generation. 

based totally at the experience and site commissioning, builders get structure and related parameters 

of the main device controller and do PID manage calculation. In different phrases, while we don’t 

have an effective measuring technique for gadget parameter or when we don't have any way to 

recognize manage system and the managed object, it's far most appropriate for us to use PID control 

algorithm. PID manipulate consists of PI and PD manipulate when carried out to the actual 

improvement method. 

PID controller calculates the managed object specially through proportional, indispensable and 

differential objects, and on the idea of machine blunders. the following makes a short advent of the 

three gadgets. 

whilst the device output mistakes sign is proportional to the enter blunders, this type of manipulate 

mode is proportional manage, indicated by way of letter P. With only proportional manage, machine 

output will have consistent-kingdom. 

while the essential of gadget output blunders signal is proportional to that of input errors signal, this 

type of controller is quintessential control, specifically the essential time period inside the PID 

controller, indicated by means of the letter I. essential object has a role to dispose of the gadget 

constant-state mistakes. If a manipulate device has steady-kingdom mistakes after the stable operation 

of gadget, then the manage machine is called a device with blunders. hence, it is required to introduce 

fundamental item for the system to do away with the steady-state errors. fundamental item relies upon 

at the time essential of errors. With boom of time, necessary will increase. therefore, even though the 

mistake may be very small, essential item will also be extended with growth of time, using controller 

to increase the output and reduce constant-nation mistakes similarly until zero. As a result, 

proportional and quintessential items simplest can assure no constant-nation error within the 

manipulate machine after coming into the steady country. this is the normally used PI control. 

While the differential of the controller output error sign is proportional to that of enter blunders signal, 

this controller is differential controller, specifically the differential item in the PID controller, 

indicated with the aid of the letter (D). because of the large inertia or put off link, a few systems gift 

device turbulence or instability. In this example, the only creation of percentage is not enough, 

because the closed-loop machine makes the alternate of the mistake always faster than adjustment 

item, that is because of the inhibitory impact by using above hyperlinks or elements within the method 

of blunders control. So, we must try to make the movement which inhibits error be proportional to 

error change. percentage item has the effect of amplifying amplitude of gadget blunders, but now it 

needs to resolve the problem of predicting the tendency of blunders. The only answer is to introduce 

differential object and derive a controller with proportional and differential items at same time a good 

way to obtain the impact of error control in advance, to avoid excessive adjustment of the managed 
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and to improve dynamic traits of the manage machine inside the procedure of adjusting the enter 

blunders. that is the generally used PD control. 

PID manipulate system diagram is shown beneath. error e is distinction among the real output price 

and the given tension. speed n is derived after calculation. The value of hysteria is detected via the 

tension detecting device so as to shape closed-loop manage. And for a extra accurate and solid 

system, the torque manipulate module is added, additionally inside the shape of closed loop manage, 

to supplement PID manage  

4. Conclusion 
Tension manage system is one of the most vital parts inside the printing and packaging industry. the 

problem of solving the trouble of coil tension control is to lessen as some distance as feasible the have 

an impact on of velocity, roll diameter and others within the method of winding. tension manage 

gadget is a device with big time-various, strong coupling and much interference. The conventional PI 

manipulate law may be very difficult to get ideal manage effect, so manage strategy must be 

progressed. indispensable separation PID and velocity trade essential PID can be used in start system, 

computerized roll alternate and parking system. Variable PID control can effectively lessen the 

exchange intensity of device damping ratio within the winding system. in comparison to a unmarried 

PI manipulate law, the damping ratio adjustments extra slowly, in order that the steadiness of the 

machine may be received.  

The tension profiles of paper webs are very important for determining the runnability in printing 

presses. Uneven tension profiles, with lower web tension toward the edges, develop in the paper 

machine due to many factors such as moisture content, residual strains related to drying and draw 

conditions, and fibre orientation. This study presents some simple relations regrading the initial strain 

distribution, but also a method for adjusting the tension profile by choosing an appropriate moisture 

distribution. The method is verified on web tension and moisture measurements in a press room.   
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